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On Novaober 29, 1967, CAnadlan Aaro Mineral 
Liaited conducted a coabin*d alrboro*  Ittctromagottie , 
 nd tatgnatOGMitar fturvay in the Klliot tako *r*n on bahiiif of Grand 
Cunadlan Mining Coopany.

This r*port pertains Co tba na|(MtocMtar pha^a of tha

II. BURVSy AKD O

The aui'vey vat flown by cha Canadian Aar o Miu*ral 
Surveys Lira l tad gaophyaioaily equipped OeHaviliand O t tar •ire-raft, 
ragiitroticn CF-IGH, baaod 4t Goro Bay, Ontario.

The flij^it llnttfi v^ere oriented diit -oorth and /light 
lina spaoitvg vac 1/16 taxis, Th^ survey va* flovn at a toaatt carr a in 
clearance of 150 f oat. Tlio grophyuic/jl d* c A ncquirad totalled 
14 lina mi l* a ovar tha actual claim group although approximataly 
20 lina mi la a ware f Iowa to emturc cociplota coverage. Tha claim* 
mjmbcrod SSM 798A1 to 79354 lie i*i towchip 16,1 of th* Sault Sto. 
Her la Mining Division.

Tha following Canadian Aero Mintral. Surveya Liaitftd 
pereonnal vara aeaociatad with tha project i

R. Youngbarg Projtot Managar, O pai a Lor
G. Carter Pilot, Kavigator J
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: Reynold*'

f

... .. 
'., w. Anjippera' ''

Pilot, Navigator
-'.••'•

Data Compiler "
. 

Data Compiler

W* Schuxir

*Tha magnotooicter uted in thi* survey was tb* total
, '- - ' ' ' ^

intertBity "Flux Gate taturfible cor* instriwient, developed 

oy Gulf Re*e*rch and Dovelopracnt Company. Flva tencicivity settings 

are Available: 300, 600, 1200, 2400 *nd 4BOO gamraa for full 12 Inch 

doflecticn. CorreRponding stop values are respectively 250, 500,

1000, 2000 and 4000 ^fli^an. Tho ueoble phoi't t. --irm KGnsitiviCy la 

approximately j g&.rciii. find the total dynamic range i.R 2^0,000 gaowus 

for the 1200, 2^00 *nd 4^00 gaaiata fitmoitivit.y . For the present survey 

a sensitivity nctitltig of 12)0 w&w for full scale defiertXon we*

The tuajjvietic pro*.ila le d itiiuoye.U on a Gulf Research 

and Dcvftlopaic-vit rectil jjieitt recorder -^ith 17 Inch chart wi.Jf.h.

The flight path 0 1 ulifo a;tcx^lt i s recorded by aa 

Aeropath A5-S continuous atrip, 3 3 .^-.  .-amyra. The ca;r:era 1 ft

with the i ^^t*** to: ac* L e i* 1 1 cor i by auaiiat ol fi fiducial

c. i'eth rocov*5(j:y i .* acccm;pli5htid by relattxi^ this 

fi trip film to an Airphoto cotapoeita of the area, lu&ntified points 

are designated by their fiducial numbers.

An overlay of the airphoto oaos&ie showing the fiducial 

points provide? the base for the ieoaagnatic contour map. After a
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- line- to-llne comparison of the levala bf the oagnetlc recorda to'
^' ; reduce tht profiles to the swne leval, the profiles are transcribed'JvK-"r- ^i^.v^'-.v^rp1 , ": - ' . :'- ,..
.  ;^,., , - from the tapes to the plan map. The isomagnetic contours of the

^^ A atitfvey area are presented on a map at a scale of l" - \. mile.
. r iiV v-:''v . ' '" '. ' ' , . ' i . '

: ^ III. OEOLOQY

The fclicking maps have been used as references 

: Ontario Deportment of Mines, Preliminary Geological

map - Mo. P. 304, 1967, Blind River - Elliot Lake

Sheet, l" - 2 wiles.

Ontario Department of Minos Aeromagnetic Data,

nap 22410, l" - l mile.

The claim group is under*Ain by the Lorrain and 

Gowgacds Formation of the Cobalt Group. The axis of the Quirke 

syncline traverses the property in an approximately N45OW direction.

XV. IMTERPRETATIQH 07 RESULTS

The area surveyed is too confined to be able to make 

any specific conclusions regarding the correlation of geology and 

geophysics* Apart froee the generally weak magnetic relief of the 

survey area corresponding obviously with the underlying sedimentary 

series, jwo main features are recognirable. The most striking one 

is the narrow, elongated positive anomaly of approximately 200 gamma, 

which undoubtedly ir related to a diabase dyke, at or near surface. 

The elongated Kone of magnetic lows, lying along a fairly ateep 

magnetic gradient, parallel to the axis of the Quirke syncline la



probably correspond* with e fault coo*•••'•' v" : '. ;; - ,,;-'' •-V ' " ' : - ~ - v . ..^•'•s-;.:-vV ' . - } -
synclinal axis. Th* strike of

1; ' i' 1 "-"' ' 'f '•'•' ' "'"" '-'-1 • l -"'' 1. k ' - ' . " ' -: 1'.' . - .' ' ^ 'V" ' . '-' -

fauit it approximatfcly parallel vith the atrike of the strata" .1 .-'v 1';" ^ ' : ' ' ' ' " : ' - - " . '' : ''-' 
tl* ;'.aifjMV' tW :-***ich Taason this fault rone may have escaped the

'' ' ' ' '' ' j ' ~' : i ' ' ' v K

attention of the geologists. The apparent movement along the fault 

is downvarde for th* northeast era block, which is the same as for 

the Quirke Lake Fault.

Respectfully submitted,

OTTAWA, Ontario, W. Schuur, M. Se*, 
Doceober 10, 1967. Geophysiciet.
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AIRBORNE GEOPHYSICAL SURVEY
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This report pertains to the combined airborne 

electromagnetic and radiometric 'survey flown on behalf of Grand 

Canadian Mining Corporation Limited in the Elliot Lake area of 

Ontario* The flying was accomplished on November 29, 1967, by 

the Canadian Aero Mineral Surveys Limited, geophysically equipped 

Otter aircraft (registration CP-IGM) based et Gore Bay, Ontario.

A mean terra it, clearance of 150* was maintained 

throughout the survey. All flijht lines were oriented north-south 

and spaced at one-sixteenth mile intervals. The geophysical data 

acquired totalled 14 line miles over the actual claim group although 

approximately 20 line miles were flown to ensure complete coverage. 

The claims numbered SSM 79841 to 79854 lie in township 163 of the 

Sault Ste, Marie Mining Division.

Canadian Aero Mineral Surveys Limited personnel 

associated with the project were es followsj

G. Carter Pilot

Reynoiair-' NavigatorD.

R. Youngberg

R. Chapman

D. Fltesinmons

R.W. Stamp ,

Operator 

Dot* Compiler 

Chief Draft•man
\ .
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naps "we're used aa references: '',. - ' ' 

^ Kfnia - Geological Hap,W,304 -1967 
;; '';H '''.v.'-- ;*5-y--—; ,"' 1 ' : " ' ' :. - Scale: r l" ^ 2 miles, ;-"' , ; ' 

Geological Survey of Canada - Aaroaagoatle Map 22410

Scale: l" - l sill*.

The survey area la napped as being underlain by 

Huronian sediments (Lorrain and Gowganda Formation) which ara 

younger than tha Misslssagi Formation f r om which uranium la 

presently being mined in tha Elliot Lake region.

'•1/7&

III. DISCUSSION OF

No Of conductors ware ^utllnad by tha airborna 

fiurvfiy which la not unuaual in thia particular geological 

anviroraBant.
f

Tha airborne acintillation apactrometer records 

did not indicate any fignificent uraniua and/or thoriua anootalies. 

Caovna radiation vac very conaiatant from line t o line which 

indicate! no najoi change in rock type*.

Respectfully Submitted,

OTTAWA, Ontario, 
December 5, 1967.

Robert W. 8te*p f P.Eng. , 
Chief Oeophyaiciat.



APPENDIX II

A. EQUIPMENT

The electromagnetic unit, magnetometer and scintillation 
spectrometer, are the key instruments in the Canadian Aero Mineral 
Surveys Limited Otter survey system. The remainder of the equipment 
consists of a radio-altimeter, an accelerometer, a continuous-strip 
camera, three recorders and a fiducial numbering system.

The EM unit is the low frequency (320 c.p.s.)
in-phase/out-of-phase system designed by Mullard Ltd. of England 
and operated formerly by Riocanex. The transmitting and receiving 
coils are mounted on the wingtips of the Otter, with a vertical 
coplanar orientation and a separation of 61 feet. An electronic 
null device is adjusted so that in the absence of a conductor 
within the range of the system no signal is recorded. The anomalous 
signal is divided into two components, the "in-phase" component 
having the same phase as the transmitted field and the "quadrature" 
or "out-of-phase" component being at right angles to it. These 
two measurements are recorded on two channels of the six-channel 
recorder.

Variations in the total magnetic field of the earth 
are measured by a Gulf Fluxgate magnetometer mounted in the 
aircraft. Anomalies as small as 10 gammas can normally be 
distinguished. The output of the magnetometer is presented 
as one channel on the six-channel recorder to facilitate correlation 
with the EM traces. It is also presented at a larger scale and 
in rectilinear form on a separate recorder, these recordings being 
used in the preparation of isomagnetic contour maps whenever they 
are required.

An APN-1 radio altimeter provides a terrain clearance 
profile on one channel of the six-channel recorder. Because 
EM response decays rapidly with increasing altitude this altitude 
information is important in the analysis of the EM data.

A vertical accelerometer mounted in the aircraft
provides a record of the air turbulence and of any drastic manoeuvres 
of the aircraft. The accelerometer trace on the six-channel 
recorder is often helpful in recognizing spurious blips on the 
EM traces caused by r.ir turbulence or drastic manoeuvres.

TiiO gamma ray spectrometer is manufactured by 
Hamner Electronic Products, a division of the Harshaw Chemical 
Company, to Aero Services specifications. Three 6-inch diameter 
by 4-lnch thickness thallium activated sodium iodide crystals are 
utilised. Ratemeter ranges cover count rates from 100 c.p.s. to
100,000 c.p.s. with a choice of time constants from 0.25 to 10 
seconds. Upper and lower threshold settings arc continuously
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adjustable allowing for the discrimination of potassium, uranium 
and thorium. Results are presented on a separate rectilinear 
recorder.

The entire flight path is photographed by a vertically- 
mounted Aeropath 35 mm. continuous-strip camera.

Synchronization of the film strip with the three 
recorders is accomplished by means of an automatic fiducial 
numbering system which prints simultaneous time markers on all 
records at regular time intervals, normally every ten seconds.

B. DESCRIPTION OF RECORDS

Rectilinear Magnetic Record

With the chart oriented so that fiducial numbers 
increase from right to left, upward deflections on the chart 
indicate increases in the total magnetic field of the earth. 
On the 600 scale the smallest division on the chart is approximately 
equivalent to 5 gammas. When the record "steps" a change of 
approximately 500 gammas is indicated. On the "1200" scale the- 
smallest division is 10 gammas and a step 1000 gammas.

The fiducial marks are normally spaced at 10-second 
intervals, a spacing which is equivalent to approximately 1500 
feet on the ground. The exact hori?,ontal scale of the tape can 
be established by measuring the fiducial spacing on the map.

Brush Six-Channel Record

With the chart oriented so that fiducial numbers 
increase from right to left the tracings from the bottom to the 
top of the chart are as follows:

(1) Fiducial markers - same comments as above

(2) Magnetometer -positive upward. On the 600 scale l mm. is 
approximately equivalent to 7.5 gammas and a step is 
approximately 500 gammas.

(3) KM Tn-I'hase - positive upward. l mm. represents approximately 
20 parts per million, referred to the primary field at the 
receiving coil. The scale is linear until approximately 
600 p.p.m, is reached, after which compression occurs to a 
level of 1200 p.p.m. , beyond which the value is "off-scale".

EM Quadrature - positive upward. Some scale as In-Phase.
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(5) Altimeter - increasing altitude upward. Centre line position 
approximately 150 feet. Scale below 150 Eeet approximately 
5 feet per mm. Scale above 150 feet approximately 7 feet 
per mm.

(6) Accelerometer - an acceleration of 173"G" is equivalent to 
a 5 mm. deflection from the central point.

C. SURVEY AND MAP COMPILATION PROCEDURES

Uncontrolled airphoto mosaics usually serve as base maps 

for flying the survey and for compilation of the geophysical data. 
The most common scale is I /ft mile per inch.

The flight lines arc oriented perpendicular to the
assumed longest dimension of massive sulphide occurrences anticipated 

in the survey area. Occasionally two or more line directions have 
to be used to accommodate changes of geological strike within the 
i* rea . Line spacings normally range between 1/8 mile and 1/4 mile.

The navigator is provided with "flight strips" of the

• area to be surveyed. These flight strips are a copy of the 
airphoto mosaic, with the intended flight lines inked and numbered. 
Navigation along the parallel flight lines is accomplished by 

visual means based on the physical detail observed on the photos, 
The aircraft is flown at a terrain clearance of 150 feet or, in 
rough terrain, at the lowest safe altitude.

Flight path is recovered in the field by comparison 
of the 35 mm. strip film with the airphoto mosaics. Identifiable 
points are marked on the mosaics and designated by numbers 
determined from the fiducial numbering system on the film. These 
recovered flight lines provide the positional basis for plotting 

the geophysical data. The EM anomalies are listed and graded in 
the field and are often plotted on the field mosaics to permit 
immediate acquisition of ground.

In our Ottawa office transparent overlays of the

mosaics are prepared, upon which are drafted the recovered fiducial 
points, the interpolated flight lines positions, the key planimetric 

features as traced from the mosaics, and the significant geophysical 

data. The geophysical data are subjected to a careful analysis 
by a geophysicist who prepares an interpretation report including 

recommendations for further work.
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D. DATA PRESENTATION

The data presentation procedure which we employ for 
the Otter geophysical system is a combination of an anomaly listing 
and a plan map plot of graded EM anomalies. The anomaly listing 
provides the significant details concerning each anomaly and the 
map gives a "bird's eye view" of the conductors detected.

For purposes of listing and to facilitate reference 
in the report each EM anomaly is assigned a "name", which is made 
up of the number of the line upon which the anomaly occurs plus a 
letter. For example, on line 257 anomalies would be named 257A, 
257B, 257C, etc., from south to north or from west to east. The 
letter which appears beside each EM anomaly on the map is therefore 
part of its name. These names also appear on the Brush records 
and in the anomaly list.

The anomaly list contains the fiducial numbers at the 
edges of the EM anomaly, the in-phase and quadrature amplitudes 
in p.p.m., the altitude at which the anomaly was detected, the 
positional relationship of the CM anomaly to magnetic anomalies 
(if any), a rating, and comments concerning any other pertinent 
characteristics of the anomaly.

The nomenclature used in the "magnetics" column of 
the anomaly list requires some explanation. The main terms used 
are side, flank, edge and direct. These refer to the position 
of the EM peak relative to the axis of the magnetic feature. 
"Direct" depicts coincident peaks and similar widths; "edge" ir 
slightly offset; "flank" is somewhere along the flank of the 
magnetic anomaly; "side" is down near the base. "N. Flank 800g" 
means that the EM anomaly occurs along the northern flank of a 
magnetic feature of 800 gammas total amplitude. When one peak 
of a multiple EM anomaly coincides with a magnetic high the 
specific peak may be designated. For example, if the southern 
peak of a double KM anomaly coincided with a 250 gamma magnetic 
anomaly the nomenclature would be "Dir. S. 250g".

The rating assigned to each EM anomaly in the listing 
determines the symbol which represents the anomaly on the map. 
Six categories of anomalies are defined: 1A, IB, 2A, 2B, 3, and X. 
The numbers "l", "2" and "3" are primarily a measure of in-phase 
amplitude corrected for altitude variation: "l" is for very large 
anomalies, "2" for intermediate, and "3" for relatively weak 
response. This rating is sometimes affected by the shape, by
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the in-phase to quadrature ratio, or by the location of the anomaly. 
The letters "A" and "B" merely refer to the magnetics: "A" indicates 
a directly coincident magnetic anomaly, and "B" indicates the lack 
thereof. The "X" rating is reserved for questionable anomalies. 
The legend on the map shows the symbol used for each of these 
ratings. In general, the more the rectangle is filled in, the 
stronger the anomaly.

In the case of directly coincident magnetic anomalies, 
the amplitude of the magnetic feature is shown on the EM map. 
It is stencilled beneath the symbol which portrays the EM anomaly.

During the final interpretation stage, EM anomalies are 
correlated from line co line wherever possible and the conductive 
zones are outlined. All definite conductors are numbered on the 
map and discussed in the report.
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AMENDMENT NO. 1 

to the ProspectUH of

GRAND CANADIAN MINING CORPORATION LIMITED
under The Securities Act, Ontario

This Amendment is to note the changes in the appropriate statvicnts according to number in the 

Prospectus dated the 20th day of December, 1965.

(f) The authorised capital of the Company consists of S3,(XX),(XX).00 divided into 3,(XX),(XXJ shares of the 

par value of S 1.00 each, of which 1,150,005 shares are outstanding at the date hereof as fully paid, 

(i) Since the date of the Prospectus -iOO.OOO treasury shares of the capital stock of the Company have 

IK-CM purchased as follows:

200,000 shares at 10f per share -- 520,000.00

100,000 shares at 12^ per share - SI2,500.00

100,000 shares at 15o per share -- S15,000.(X)

(1) Particulars of the Company's properties

(c) (i) The Company holds four mining claims in the Province of Quebec in the Townships of 
Conthicr and Maupassant adjacent and contiguous to the claims set out in clauses (1) (a) 
(i) and ( l) ( b) (i) hereof which mining claims are recorded on Miner's Certificate 2214iJ 

Claims 2 and 3; and Miner's Certificate ^21-HS Claims 3 nml -l.

(ii) 15y an agreement dated the 26'th day of June, 1966 the property described in (1) (c) ^i) 

was purchased from lawrence William Mcllmurray, Kenneth Lloyd McKachern and David 
Forsyth Hurt in consideration of the sum of $183.8S being the actual cost of staking the 
mining claims. These claims were purchased on the advice of the Company's Engineer,

(iii) No person or corporation received 01 is to receive a greater than 5'/ interest in the 

consideration received by the vendors.

(tl) (i) The Company holds ten mining claims in the Province of Quebec in the Township ol 

Coiithier adjacent and contiguous to the claims set out in clauses (l ) (a) (i). (1) (b) (i) 
and (]) (c) (i) hereof which mining claims are recorded on Miner's Certificate 252516 

Claims l to 5 inclusive and Miner's Certificate 252515 Claims l to 5 inclusive.

(jj) The Company staked the mining claims set out in (1) (d) (i) hereof on its own behalf at 

a total cost of .5255.37 on the advice of the Company's Kngineer.

(e) (i) The Company holds fourteen mining claims in Township 163 Province of Ontario of record 

in the Mining Recorder's Office at Sault Ste. Marie, namely, S.S.M. 7(JH-1! to 79&5-1 inclusive.

(ii) The Company staked the mining claims set out in (1) (e) (i) hereof on its own behalf at 

a total cost of S615.25.

(in) For particulars as to the Company's pmpertics, including means of access, character, extent and 

condition of suiface exploration and development, the history of the property and a description of work 

done (including the work done by the present management on the Company's Quebec property) reference 

is made to the reports of Grant Harper, P.Eng., dated June 20th, 1960 and July 2nd, 1966, attached hereto, 

to which reference is hereby expressly made.

l



(o) In addition to the prior recommendation the management proposes to expend the proceeds from the 
current sale of shares to carr/ out the recommendations contained in the reports of Grant Harper, P.Eng. 
dated June 20th, 1966 and July 2nd, 1966, attached hereto, to which reference is hereby expressly made. 
No other changes were made.

The foregoing, together with the Prospectus dated the 20th day of December, 1965, constitutes full, true 
and plain disclosure of all material facts in respect of the offering of securities referred to above as required 
under section 38 of The Securities Act (Ontario) and there is no further material information applicable 
other than in the financial statements or reports where required.

DATED at Toronto this 6th d-iy of July. 1968.

DIRECTORS AND OFFICERS

Kenneth Lloyd McEachcrn Albert William Murray 

Forsyth Hurt Ewrrtt Eijril Ott

W. Hoskin*

PNOMOTEH

IMWTI-IICI- Willunn Mcllmnrray

The foregoing, together with the Prospectus dated the 20th day of December, 1905. to the best of our 
knowledge, information mid belief, constitutes full, true and plain disclosure of all material facts in respect 
of the offering of securities referred to above a.s required by Section 3S of The Securities Act (Ontario) and 
there is no further material information applicable other than in the financial statements or reports where 
required. In respect of the matters which are not within our knowledge, we have relied upon the accuracy 
and adequacy of the foregoing.

DATED at Toronto this fill. d:,y of July, 1'Kifi.

UN'DKIWIUTKH-OPTIONEE

I.. i. M. SM I'HITIKS Ij.MI'IKI)

I,. W. Mcllinurray. President 

K, I.. McEachern, Secretary



GRAND CANADIAN MINING CORPORATION LIMITED
ANTIQUOIS LAKE PROPERTY 

GONTHIER A MAUPASSANT TOWNSHIPS 

QUEBEC

INTRODUCTION

This is a report on a group of 3-1 mining claims located on Antiquois Lake, Temiscamingue and 
Pontiac Counties, Quebec. The claims are osvncd by Grand Canadian Mining Corporation Limited.

The purpose of this report is to summari/e the known geology of the claims and to outline briefly 
the exploration work done on these claims by Grand Canadian Mining Corporation Limited. The Company 
has owned 20 of the claims for several months, while 14 of the claims have been acquired recently by staking 
or by purchasing for the staking costs.

This report is based on the following sources of information:
1. The writer has supervised and directed a prospecting crew engaged to explore the property and 

has himself mapjied the geology, analysed soil samples, and generally engaged in prospecting and 
exploration activities.

2. Company report: a magnetometer survey made by Prospecting Geophysics Limited of Montreal, 

Quebec.

LOCATION AND PROPERTY

The property is located for the most part in the southwest corner of Conthier Township but the 
western claims straddle the Gonlhier-Maupassant Township boundary. Conthier Township straddles the 
IxMiudary between Pontiac and Temiscamingue County while the Maupassant Township claims lie wholly 
within Temiscamingue County. The claims straddle Antiquois Lake whose eastern shore forms the 
boundary l)etsveeii the two counties

The property consists of 34 contiguous, tmpatented mining claims having a total area of about 
1,300 acres. The claim groups consist of an original group and two adjoining newly acquired groups. The 
claims are numbered as follows:

Mining License .\f o. C lniin iVo.v.

22-1095 
221-116 
221-118 
221423 
221422

to 5 inclusive 
lo 4 inclusive

, 2 . a nd 5
, -l, and 5 

to 5 inclusive

20 claims

NEWLY ACQUIHED MiOUP
(a) Conthier Township

Mining lAccnsc \'o. Claim Nns.
252510 l to 5 inclusive 
252515 J to 5 inclusive

(b) Maupassant Township
221423 2 and 3 
221418 3 and 4

14 claims

The claim titles were not searched but the claims are recorded on plans C1929 anil C1919, Conthier 6t 
Maupassant Townships Claim Maps.
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ACCESS AND FACILITIES

The property is located in the southwest corner of Laverendrye Provincial Park and is accessible 

only by airplano and, by canoe and portage.

The following table indicates the access routes for aircraft.

Ease Air Miles Distant Direction

Bellcterre, Quebec 45 Southeast
Val d'Or 70 South
Kippawa, Quebec 60 East
Pembroke, Ontario 90 North

The aircraft land on Lake Antiquoi.s and cnn dock on the east shore on claim 224095-1 where there 
is a small cabin.

Facilities located on the properly and of use during mining exploration arc listed below.

12'x 16' cabin equipped to accommodate six men.
Ciinoc and kicker.
Hock drill, steel, dynamite, caps, etc.
Small tools; picks, shovels, grub hoes, etc.

Wood and water supplies are adequate and conveniently located for exploration needs.
Tin: claims art- located in Laverendrye Provincial Park, a game and forest preserve. The claims are 

heavily forrested with a virgin growth of white pine, yellow and white birch, ash, spruce, etc. Some of 
the white pint* are over -1 feet in diameter at the butt and attain heights approaching KX) feet. They are 
most impressive.

HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT

The original discovery of mineral and the earliest trenching is credited to an Indian prospector- 
trapper who worked in the area some 30 years ago. None of these early works can be verified except that 
some of the trenchings are very old indeed.

In 1955 or 1950 about 180 claims wen; staked to cover Antiques Lake, including the claim group 
herein reported. The property was acquired by Antiquois Mining Cor|X)ratiou which company was, in 
19,58, acquired by St. Lawrence Jliver Mines Limited. The copper occurrences were sketch mapped on 
'l(K) scav by Mr. Paul LcComtc in 1950. He leports copper minerali/ation spread over a hori/ontal area 
of 950 feet and recommended geophysical surveying. The absence of picket lines indicates that the survey 
was never made.

During the past few years a group of prospectors from Waltham, Quebec, headed by Peter Bayne 
have made several trips into the area. Prospecting during these trips resulted in locating two new discoveries 
of copper minerali/ation, one on each side of the lake, and both of these were opened up by trenching 
and blasting.

In 1905 Grand Canadian Mining Corporation Limited acquired the original 20 claim group and 
lx?gan exploring early in 19(10. The work done to date includes magnetometer surveying, prospecting, 
geological mapping, geochemical soil sampling, trenching, and the acquisition of an additional M claims. 
Exploration crews are on the properly at the time of writing this report.

GENERAL GEOLOGY

The, claims are underlain by Precambrian rocks In-longing to the (Grenville Series. Geological map 
ping, except in the camp area, has been unrewarding due to the sparsity of outcrops. The following geo 

logical seqiimce has been established.

Gabbro with magnetite
Gneisses granitic, cordierite, pegmatitic.

Sediments quartzite, pea conglomerate
Metamorphics amphibolite

'ft
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Metamorphic Rocks
The amphibolite could have been derived from either a volcanic or a sedimentary rock. It is a 

medium to fine grained rock composed of biotite, hornblende, quartz, and feldspar in varying amounts. 
Its sulphide content is low. Chalcopyrite is the commonest sulphide but as work has advanced, more and 
more pyrrhotite has been found.

Sediments
The sediments consist of a fine grained massive grey quartzite and a less extensive coarse grained 

pea conglomerate. The two rocks phase into each other along strike and vertically through the stratigraphic 
column. The thickness of the sediments cannot be estimated.

Gneisses
Grey and pink granite gneisses are the most abundant rock types seen. Outcrops of these rocks 

were observed very near the amphibolitcs and the sediments and undoubtedly the three rock types must 
bo in contact with each other.

Cordierite gneisses were found in two places -100 ft. apart on the norlh side of the No. l magnetic- 
anomaly.

Pegmatitic rocks occur in small amounts and in irregular structural forms throughout the gneisses.

Gabbro
This rock w;is uncovered in one pit dug near the centre of the No. l magnetic anomaly. Where 

exposed the gabbro consisted of only coarse grained hornblende and massive magnetite. There are no 
natural outcrops of this rock.

STRUCTURAL GEO! OGY

To date very little knowledge l'us been gained concerning the structural geology of the property. 
Antiquois I^ike is a long, slender, norl'i-south trending body of water which is one of several similarly 
shaped lakes lying in a north-south si/ing. This immediately suggests that major north-south trending 
faults or shears underlie the, lake. Alloying against the importance of the postulated fault, are the facts 
that the mineralized areas and their associated roeks occur in a high cast-west trending hill that shows 
no marked offsetting along the bed of Antiquois Lake.

Tlie formations strike in an east-west direction and di)) from 20 to -W t o the north and south. 
This clearly indicates a folded structure and minor dnijj folds show locally very sleep dips. In the vicinity 
of the copper showings on claims l and 2 of claim 22-1005, a small fault /one can be traced by means of a 
topographic expression. Its significance, if any. with respect lo the copper minerali/ation. is unknown.

The cordierite gneiss which lies imiiiidiatelv norlh of the No. l magnetic anomaly dips about 80 0 
to the north. This steep dip may have Ixm caused by forceful intrusion of the gabbro which underlies at 
least a portion of this anomaly. On the other hand, the anomaly exhibits a folded pattern and it may IK; 
that weaknesses caused by drag folding in this area allows the gabbro to intrude.

No significant structural information has IK-CD acquired on the west side of Antiqnois I,ake and since 
the overburden is heavy over all the claims, it is doubtful if surface work will produce significantly more 
information.

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY
Since the exploration progiam In-gan alxnit May 2-lth. three new copper occurrences have been 

found. The mineralization, character and the geological environment arc the same for these as for the 
seven previously known cropper showings; namely, bornite and chalcopyrite disseminated in a pea conglomer 
ate which is sandwiched between an underlying layer of amphibolite and a cap rock of fine grained quartz 
ite. One of the new showings extended the strike length of UK- copper /one an additional 550 feet to the 
east. The other two showings are on the west side of the lake and one of theso is on the newly acquired 
claim 221423-3. The third showing is very weak and only traces of copper minerali/ation have been found.

The overall length of the zone within which copper has been found is now some 3,300 feet. Most of this 
length is heavily overburdened and some 900 ft. of it lies under Antiquois Lake.
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The copper occurrences show a remarkable correlation with low intensity magnetic anomalies of the 

2,500 lo 4,000 Gamma range and some of the mineralized rocks do carry small quantities of magnetite. 
Nine of the ten copper occurrences correlate with low intensity magnetic anomalies while the tenth snowing 
occurs on the newly acquired claim which has not been surveyed. There are many weak magnetic anomalies 
with which no copper nas been found and most of these anomalies are completely overburdened. Obser 
vations to date indicate that copper occurrences on this property will probamy be associated with weak 
magnetism but it docs not follow that all areas of weak magnetism will have associated copper mineral 
ization.

Geochemical prospecting in the vicinity of the copper showings has not advanced far enough to 
allow a true measure of its effectiveness in searching for copper mincrali/ation. The results to date indicate 
a modest increase in the copper content of the soils in the general vicinity of known copper occurrences. 
Further geochemical work is under way at present.

Two areas of comparatively strong magnetism (anomalies No. l and No. 2) were located during 
the survey and there are no outcrops over these anomalies. To date exploration work has Jxjen unable to 
link either of these two anomalies to copper minerali/ation. Both anomalies extended with fair intensity to 
the east boundary of the property; consequently ten additional claims were staked by the Company to 
provide adequate protection.

The magnetic anomalies have Ixjcn explored first, by soil sa-npling at 50 ft. intervals on 200 ft. 
lines, followed by geochemical analysis for total cold ox tractable metals and second by trenching and 
blasting.

Tlie geochemical results arc inconclusive in that most of ihc samples returned negligible metal 
indications over lx)th anomalies. The best indications wore located near the west end of the- No. l anomaly 
where the pattern of the anomaly suggests fairly large scale folding.

A 7'x 5'x 12' dc'cp pit was sunk on the No. l anomaly where (lie magnetic intensity was the 
strongest. On reaching bedrock, holes were drilled and blasted. The exposure revealed a coarse-grained 
gabbro rock carrying layers and disseminations of magnetite, drab samples were assayed arid returned 
5-1.6? mid 19.5'!- soluble iron while spectrography- analysis showed onlv faint traces of titanium. At present 
samples of the pit material are undergoing magnetic separation after which assays will be made for 
phosphorous, titanium and .sulfur.

Two other pits wen- sunk, one on each anomaly, hut both failed to reach In-drock. One was 
abandoned at a deptli of 10 feet because of the danger ol collapse while the other pit struck water at 8 feet.

In my opinion further exploration of these anomalies by geochemical and trenching methods is 
not warranted. Also, exploration by electromagnetic methods is not recommended because the sulphide 
mineralization in the area is disseminated and would not be detectable by these methods. Diamond drilling 
is the cheapest and most direct way of exploring these anomalies.

CONCLUSIONS A ND RECOMMENDATIONS

1. General prospecting has located three new copper occurrences; therefore the newly acquired claims 
should be prospected.

2. The very close correlation between weak magnetic anomalies and copper occurrences means that 
a magnetic survey is an excellent guide; for prospecting; therefore the newly acquired claims warrant 
a magnetic survey. This work is under wu y at present.

3. Geochemical soil sampling lias not advanced to the slate; where its effectiveness can be fairly judged.
Its value over the .strong magnetic anomalies whuh are- entirely overburdened is negligible nut the
limiteel results in the vicinity of the e-asternmosl copper showing whk-h lies em a thinly ove'rbtirelcncd
slope are sufficient to warrant a continuation of this method of exploring, 

 i. Geological mapping is limited in its cffe-ctiveness due- to the 1 sparsity of emtcrops. 
5. Diamond drilling is the only practical method of exploring the No. l and No. 2 anomalies. This will

be straight cross-sectional diamond drilling and a minimum of 1800 linear feet is required for a
preliminary probing across the full width of both anomalies. 

ft. Because of the terrain the copper occurrences will IK- difficult lo elrill. A preliminary drilling on the
east siele of Antiquois Lake will reejuirc a minimum of 1,200 linear fe-et. 

7. Further exploration is re-quired em the west shore eif Antiquois Lake; In'fore a elrill pmgnun should be
undertaken. It seems likely that yenne 1500 ft. of elrilling may be required on the west side of the lake.



i!t;^';V ',\. ' COST ESTIMATES

v'if - J- Line cutting on newly acquired claims 15 miles @ $70 per mile ...................................... $ 1,050.

f j 2. Magnetometer surveying on newly acquired claims 15 miles @ S70 per mile . ............... 1,050.

" !': 3. Prospecting, Trenching, sampling, assaying . . . . . ,. . . 2,000.

i; 4. Geochemical Prospecting 1,000.

5. Camp supplies ,. ... . . . . 500.

6. Air and ground transportation . 1,000.

7. Engineering . . . 1,500.

8. Diamond drilling Nos. l d 2 anomalies - 1800 ft. @ W per foot . 10,800.

9. Diamond drilling east shore copper wine-- 1200 ft. @ $6 per ft. . 7,200.

Total 526,100. 

Contingency allowance 2,900.

Grand Total $29,000.

10. Diamond drilling west shore copper occurrences

(a) Moving SLOW).

(b) 1500 linear ft @ -*fi. 9,0(X).

Trial $10,000. 

TOTAL S39,OW

My report is respectfully submitted.

Willowdale, Ontario H. Grant Harper. F.G.A.C., P.Kng. 
July 2, 1966 Economic Geologist

CERTIFICATE
I, HUGH CHANT HAHPEH, of Metropolitan Toronto, in the Province of Ontario, cer'ify as follows with 
respect to my report entitled GBAND CANADIAN MINING COIU'OHATION' LIMITED, Antiquois Lake 
Property, Gonthier ft M aupassant Townships, 1th Line, Oiicbec:

1. I am a practising economic geologist carrying on business as

H. Grant Harper, P.Kng., 
31-1 I tendon Avenue, 
Willowdale, Ontario.

2. l graduated from the University of Toronto with the degree of B.A.Se., 19.50 and M.A.Sc., 1951 and 
have been engaged in mv profession for over ten years, l am a Fellow of the Geological Association 
of Canada, a Member of (lie Ontario Association of Professional Engineers registered in the Mining 
Brancli, a Member of the Canadian Institute of Milling and Metallurgy, and a Member ( the Board 
oi Trade of Metropolitan Toronto.

3. l have no interest, nor do J expect to receive any, either direct or indirect, in either the property or 
securities of Grand Canadian Mining Corporation Limited.

4. My report is based on the first-hand knowledge acquired while directing and participating in the 
exploration of the property.

Willowdale, Ontario H. Grant Harper, F.G.A.C., P.Eng. 
July 2, 1966. Economic Geologist
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l! GRAND CANADIAN MINING CORPORATION LIMITED
Ir TOWNSHIP 163
|p SAULT STE. MARIE MINING DIVISION
'ffi;; ONTARIO

l? INTRODUCTION
; This is a report on a group of mining claims located in flu: Elliott Lake-Blind River uranium mining 

camp which were staked reef. 'fitly on behalf of Grand Canadian Mining Corporation Limited.
This report presents 11 summary of the established ecology of the claims and outlines their mining 

potential. This report is based on the following sources of information.
1.   Map No. P304. Blind Rivcr-Klliott Lake Sheet, published by the Ontario Department of Mines.
2. - Map 19-1A, Wakomata I-ake Area, by W. II. Collins, l')27, published by the Ontario Department 

of Mines.
3.   Map 2241G, Flack Lake Sheet, Aeromagnetic Series, published by the Geological Survey of Canada.
4.   I have not made a field examination of these claims as a surface examination would not significantly 

increase my knowledge of the area or influence this report. My experience in the general area is 
extended over a ten-year period and includes the direction, planning, and supervision of the 
diamond drill program which proved one of the major uranium orebodies of the Elliott Lake camp.

LOCATION AND PROPERTY
The claim group is located along the south boundary of Township 163, Sault Ste. Marie Mining 

Division, Ontario. They are bounded on the south by a portion of the Mississagi Provincial Park which 
lias been withdrawn from slaking av a natural resource preserve. The claim group is txnmdcd on the north 
and east by claims held by Coldray Mines Limited.

The claim group consists of M contiguous unpatcnted mining claims numbeied as follows:
SSM79SI) to SSM 79S5-1 inclusive-.

The claim titles were not searched but all arc recorded on the Ontario Department of Mines Plan 
M 1 60S, Township 103 Claim Map.

ACCESS AND FACILITIES
Access to the property is by aircraft which arc based on Lake Lau/on. 2-1 miles (o the south and 

5 miles east of Blind Hivcr. The aircraft can land on Mace Lake near the east boundary of the claims.
There is no mining equipment or oilier facilities of use during exploration located on the property. 

Wood and water .supplies arc ample for exploration purposes.

HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT
To the writer's knowledge, the claims have no previous mining history and certainly no significant 

mining development has taken place on the claims. Kcccntly Coldr.iy Mines Limited, an active exploration 
company, has staked a group of 5-5 claims covering the s. mie structure as underlies the Grand Canadian 

claims,

GENERAL (;EOIXH;Y
The general geology of the claim group is suimiiari/cd in the following table of formations which 

was first devised by W, H. Collins of the Geological Survey of Canada.

TAiii.i-: or /  o/n/.vno.vs
Huronian Sediments Thickness — feet

Upper White Quart /.i le 200
Handed Cherty Quart/ite 300
lorrain Quart/ite 2(X)
Gowganda Formation 2,(XX)
Serpent Otiart/.ite J, (XX) 
Bruce and Espanola Formations 300
Mississagi Qnarl/itc 1,500

Prc-Huronian Basement granitic
volcanics



Of the above formations only the upper three, the Upper White Quartzite, the Banded Cherty 
Quartzite, and the Lorrain Quart/ite, outcrop. However, all of the formations underlie the claim group at 
depth.

The Huronian Sedimentary rocks are a thick sequence of middle to late pre-Cambrian sediments 
and encompass all of (lie common varieties of sedimentary rocks, such as quart/.ites, arkoses, argillites, 
greywackes, limestones, and conglomerates. Most of the formations are separated by distinct unconform 
ities and disconformities but with some, particularly the higher formations, the discordances do not persist 
over the entire area covered by the Huronian Sediments. As might be expected the thicknesses of the 
formations vary greatly from place to place.

The formational thicknesses given in the Table of Formations are drawn from two sources, W. H. 
Collins Memoir and the writer's experience in the general area. The figures recorded are in no sense 
precise, and, indeed, are little more than rough guesses. Tt) the writer's knowledge there are no reliable 
thickness figures applicable to Township 103 or to the Grand Canadian claim group.

STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY

The south half of Township 103 lies on the north limb of the Quirke Lake Syncline which is the 
major structural host of the huge Kllioll Lake uranium deposits. The Quirke Lake Fault, a large, semi- 
conformable thrust, complicates the nmlh limb stratigraphy and probably underlies all of the Grand 
Canadian claims within 11 ir Cowuanda Formation.

The southwest corner of Township 103 contains a secondary basin structure which is superimposed 
on the north limb of the Quirke- Lake Syncline. The Grand Canadian claims lie on the south rim of the 
basin. It is this basin structure which makes the claims an attractive exploration bet. The sedimentary basin 
measures four miles in an Kast-Wesl direction and two miles in a \orlh-South direction. It is outlined by 
lour formations, the Gowganda, the Loriain. the Hauelee! Cheily Qn.trt/itc and the I'pper White Quart/id'. 
If tile basin structure persists to the bot'uin of the Huronian sequence, lo the lower Mississagi Quart/ite 
in particular, then the .structure has an excellent chance ol containing uranium deposits of the F.lliott Lake 
class.

When one considers the great thickness of the Huronian sediments, it becomes obvious that their 
can be no assurance that a secondary basin which exists in the I'pper Huronian formations, does persist 
through to the base of (he Huronian locks. However, there is inconclusive e\ idence that the basin does 
persist at least well into (lie- lower llmoniaii formations. This evidence is shown by l he folded configuration 
of the Serpent, Kspanola. llrucc and I'pper Mississat/j Formations in the general areas o| Centre. Astonish, 
F./rna. and Ten Mile Lakes. The i-onfiiMn ilion of these rocks suggests lo the writer that the second.try basin 
does persist lo the base of the lliironj:m and that the rake ol the basin's structure is south-westerly.

li is no; possible to estimate or even intclliL'.eiiK guess ..l the \t Mic.il t h i( k ness r. f rock lyinn between 
surface and basement anywhere within the secondary sediment,u\ basin. Anv iMiess .is lo vertical thickness 
is complicated by such imponderables as: loMiiational thickness variations changes in lormation.il and 
initial dips, repetition or deletion of beds due lo the Qniikc Lake Thtnsl Fault, .md increased thickness 
due lo Keewenawan intrusives. It is the writer's opinion that the basement could lie amwlicie between 
3,(XK) H -md 0,000 ft. below surface.

KCONO.MIC GK01.0GY

The iiraui lin mini's of Quirke and Flliott Lakes lie from 11 to IS miles east and southeast of the 
Grand Canadian claims and these mines arc probably the laigest of the known uranium ore reserves in the 
world. The geological environment ol these deposits is simple yet specific. The uranium minerals occur, 
along with pyrite, in densely packed quart/, pebble conglomerate |M-C|S which lie within a relatively few 
feet of the- base of the- Lower Mississagi Onail/ile, which i-, the lowermost member of the Huronian Sedi 
mentary sequence.

The Lower Mississagi Qnarl/.ite is not uniformly developed over .ill the Quirke Lake Svnclinc. It 
is most extensively and most thickk developed in (hose special .ne.is where 1 there 1 are erosional depressions 
on the pre Huronian basement surface and these depressions are more common where the pre-lluroman 
basement rocks are volcanic in character rather than granitic. The known relief of tin 1 pre-Huronian surface 
ranges up to 250 ft. As a general rule the uranilerons quart/ pebble conglomerate beds are found at 
hori/ons lying be-low the- high relief points on the pre-Hiirouian surface. Therefore, one- can expect to find 
the iiranifcroiis conglomerates only where the- ve-rv !owe-s| he-els of the- Luwer Mississagi Quart/ite are 
developed and these heels are- mostly likely to have eh've-loped within geological structures sue h as basins 

and valleys.
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;^ There arts'no known mineral occurrences of Importance on the Grand Canadian claims. However, 
^** ! j because of the geological structure known to underlie tlie claims, it is the writer's opinion that they overlie 
;||V|, J a choice location for finding tiraniferous conglomerates at great depth.
M^H'-^.K '- The general area of Elliott Lake, Blind Hiver, and Iron Bridge contains a great many occurrences
^|;;;'v;0f copper, none of which has been developed into a profitable mining venture. The writer also holds the
5?f| opinion, although there is very little supporting evidence, that the area may contain copper and/or zinc
jo' . ; deposits of the sedimentary* or "strata-bound" classification, The argillaceous and limey formations which

occur irregularly throughout the entire Huronian sequence would be particularly favourable for copper
f,- ' and zinc deposits. If and when the claims are drill-tested, the cores should bc examined with particular
lc care for "sedimentary copper mincrali/ation" is often fine-grained chalcocite and therefore exceedingly

difficult to recognize.

CONCLUSIONS \NI) RECOMMENDATIONS

1.   The claims are an excellent, deep-seated, uranium prospect on the basis of their structural 
environment.

2.   Tlie possibilities of copper and/or /inc mineralization occurring within specific Huronian hori/ons 
does exist, but the possibilities are more remote than the uranium possibilities.

3.   The cost of testing the uranium possibility by one drill hole is estimated at somewhere between 
130,000 and 550,000. This bet is obviously too expensive for the Company at present. However, the 
claims can bc kept in good standing at a relatively nominal eost, and f recommend that this IMJ done 
because the outlook for uranium prospecting and mining is improving with each passing day.

My report is respectfully submitted.

Willowdale, Ontario H, Grant Harper, F.G.A.C., I'.Eng. 
June 20, 1906. Economic Geologist

CERTIFICATE

I, HUGH GRANT HAHPEH, of Metropolitan Toronto, in tlie Province of Ontario, certify as follows with 
respect to my report entitled Grand Canadian Mining Corporation Limited, Township 103, Sault Ste. Marie 
Mining Division, Ontario, June 20, 1906:

1. I am a praetising economic geologist carrying on business as

H. Grant Harper, P.Eng. 
314 Hendon Avenue 
Willowdale, Ontario.

2. I graduated from the University of Toronto with tho degree of H.A.Se., 19.50 and M.A.Sc., 1951 and 
have been engaged in my profession for over ten years, l am a Fellow of the Geological Association 
of Canada, a Member of the Ontario Association of Professional Engineers registered in the Mining 
Branch, a Member of the Canadian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy, and a Member of the Board 
of Trade of Metropolitan Toronto.

3. I have no interest, nor do I expect to receive any, either direct or indirect, in either the property or 
securities of Grand Canadian Mining Corporation Limited.

4. l have not made a field examination of these claims but my report is based on the sources of infor 
mation outlined in the body of my report.

Willowdale, Ontario H. Grant Harper, F.G.A.C., P.Eng. 
June 20, J966. Economic Geologist
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MEAN TERRAIN CLEARANCE . . . . . . . . . 150 FEET

FLIGHT LINE SPACING . . . . . , . . . . . . , .1/16 MILE

HORIZONTAL CONTROL BASED ON PHOTO LAYDOWN
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AIRBORNE MAGNETOMETER SURVEY

BLIND RIVER AREA
ONTARIO

CANADIAN MINING CORPORATION LIMITED

SCALE- l INCH TO 1320 FEET (APPROX.)

CANADIAN AERO

^
OTTAWA 3 TORONTO, ONTARIO

41J10SW0073 0018B1 N ICHOLAS -Oo/f-81
C.A.M.S. 8310



MEAN TERRAIN CLEARANCE . . . . . . . . . 150 FEET

FLIGHT LINE SPACING . . . . . . . . . . . . . -1/16 MILE

HORIZONTAL CONTROL BASED ON PHOTO LAYDOWN

GRAND

AIRBORNE ELECTROMAGNETIC a RADIOMETRIC SURVEY

BLIND RIVER AREA
ONTARIO

CANADIAN MINING CORPORATION LIMITED

CANADIAN AERO

OTTAWA 8 TORONTO, ONTARIO

i INCH TO FEET (APPROX)

41JI0SW0073 C818BI N ICHOLAS 210 - 00/8- 81 C. A,M.8. B3IO


